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Do Books provide readers with the tools and inspiration to live a fulfilled and
engaged life. Whether it's mastering a new skill, cultivating a positive mindset, or
finding inspiration for a new project, these books dispense expert wisdom on
subjects related to personal growth, business, and slow living. Written by the
movers, shakers, and change makers who have participated in the DO Lectures
in the United Kingdom and the United States, Do Books are packed with easy-tofollow exercises, bite-size tips, and striking visuals. Practical, useful, and
encouraging, each book delivers trustworthy, empowering guidance so readers
can succeed in whatever they choose to "do." Do Story teaches the art of telling
powerful stories. The book includes short stories on a variety of subjects; taken
together they demonstrate a range of effective narrative techniques. Vivid,
enlightening, and brimming with practical tips, Do Story unlocks the secrets to
becoming a captivating storyteller.
The compelling, groundbreaking guide to creative writing that reveals how the
brain responds to storytelling Stories shape who we are. They drive us to act out
our dreams and ambitions and mold our beliefs. Storytelling is an essential part
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of what makes us human. So, how do master storytellers compel us? In The
Science of Storytelling, award-winning writer and acclaimed teacher of creative
writing Will Storr applies dazzling psychological research and cutting-edge
neuroscience to our myths and archetypes to show how we can write better
stories, revealing, among other things, how storytellers—and also our
brains—create worlds by being attuned to moments of unexpected change. Will
Storr’s superbly chosen examples range from Harry Potter to Jane Austen to
Alice Walker, Greek drama to Russian novels to Native American folk tales, King
Lear to Breaking Bad to children’s stories. With sections such as “The Dramatic
Question,” “Creating a World,” and “Plot, Endings, and Meaning,” as well as a
practical, step-by-step appendix dedicated to “The Sacred Flaw Approach,” The
Science of Storytelling reveals just what makes stories work, placing it alongside
such creative writing classics as John Yorke’s Into the Woods: A Five-Act
Journey into Story and Lajos Egri’s The Art of Dramatic Writing. Enlightening
and empowering, The Science of Storytelling is destined to become an invaluable
resource for writers of all stripes, whether novelist, screenwriter, playwright, or
writer of creative or traditional nonfiction.
This one-of-a-kind book reveals the secrets of a story's power to persuade,
inspire, influence, and to teach. • Shows how to use the power of story to get
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your message across in any medium or venue • Explores the convergence of the
neural science of story with the art of communication to reveal the power of
words • Provides tips, techniques, and strategies for structuring your stories for
the most impact • Reveals the common communication pitfalls to avoid
This modern classic teaches you to use the art of storytelling to persuade,
motivate, and inspire in life and business Anyone seeking to influence others
must first know their own story, and how to tell it properly. Whether you're
proposing a risky new venture, trying to close a deal, or leading a charge against
injustice, you have a story to tell. Tell it well and you will create a shared
experience with your listeners that can have profound results. In this modern
classic, Annette Simmons reminds us that the oldest tool of influence is also the
most powerful. Showcasing over a hundred examples of effective storytelling
drawn from the front lines of business and government, as well as myths, fables,
and parables form around the world, Simmons illustrates how story can be used
to persuade, motivate, and inspire in ways that cold facts, bullets points, and
directives can't. These stories, combined with practical storytelling techniques,
show anyone how to become a more effective communicator and achieve their
goals.
Persuade and Transform Your Audiences, Clients and Customers-Simply,
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Quickly and Profitably
Engage, Teach, Persuade, and Change Your Life through the Power of
Storytelling
Story Fix
Story or Die
From TED Speakers to Business Legends, Why Some Ideas Catch On and
Others Don't
We'd Have a Great Relationship If It Weren't for You
Tell to Win

Storytelling Made EasyPersuade and Transform Your Audiences, Clients and
Customers-Simply, Quickly and Profitably
FOREWORD BY GUY KAWASAKI Presentation designer and internationally acclaimed
communications expert Garr Reynolds, creator of the most popular Web site on
presentation design and delivery on the Net — presentationzen.com — shares his
experience in a provocative mix of illumination, inspiration, education, and guidance
that will change the way you think about making presentations with PowerPoint or
Keynote. Presentation Zen challenges the conventional wisdom of making "slide
presentations" in today’s world and encourages you to think differently and more
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creatively about the preparation, design, and delivery of your presentations. Garr
shares lessons and perspectives that draw upon practical advice from the fields of
communication and business. Combining solid principles of design with the tenets of
Zen simplicity, this book will help you along the path to simpler, more effective
presentations.
From the bestselling, Pulitzer Prize–winning author of The Road comes a "profoundly
disturbing and gorgeously rendered" novel (The Washington Post) that returns to the
Texas-Mexico border, setting of the famed Border Trilogy. The time is our own, when
rustlers have given way to drug-runners and small towns have become free-fire zones.
One day, a good old boy named Llewellyn Moss finds a pickup truck surrounded by a
bodyguard of dead men. A load of heroin and two million dollars in cash are still in the
back. When Moss takes the money, he sets off a chain reaction of catastrophic violence
that not even the law—in the person of aging, disillusioned Sheriff Bell—can contain. As
Moss tries to evade his pursuers—in particular a mysterious mastermind who flips coins
for human lives—McCarthy simultaneously strips down the American crime novel and
broadens its concerns to encompass themes as ancient as the Bible and as bloodily
contemporary as this morning’s headlines. No Country for Old Men is a triumph. Look
for Cormac McCarthy's new novel, The Passenger.
“A practical, heartfelt manual for anyone who needs to change minds and actions. Lisa
Cron shares the art of practical empathy with leaders who care enough to make a
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difference.”—Seth Godin, author of The Practice A step-by-step guide to using the
brain’s hardwired need for story to achieve any goal, from the author of Wired for Story
Whether you’re pitching a product, saving the planet, or convincing your kids not to text
and drive, story isn’t just one way to persuade. It’s the way. It’s built into the
architecture of the brain, and has been since early humans gathered around the camp
fire, trying to figure out how to outsmart the lion next door. In Story or Die, story coach
Lisa Cron sets out to decode the power of story, first by examining how the brain
processes information, translates it into narrative, and then guards it as if your life
depends on it. Armed with that insight, she focuses on how to find your real target
audience and then pinpoint their hidden resistance. Finally, she takes you, step-bystep, through the creation of your own story, one that allows your audience to overcome
their resistance and take up your call to action, not because you told them to, but
because they want to. That is the power of story. Use it wisely.
Writing Screenplays That Sell
Inspiration, Influence, and Persuasion through the Art of Storytelling
The Storytelling Method
Story Smart: Using the Science of Story to Persuade, Influence, Inspire, and Teach
Storyworthy
Regaining Love and Intimacy Through Mutuality
Let the Story Do the Work
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Simple Ideas on Presentation Design and Delivery

Explores the latest beliefs about why people tell stories and what stories reveal about
human nature, offering insights into such related topics as universal themes and what it
means to have a storytelling brain.
It all begins with a letter. Fall in love with Penguin Drop Caps, a new series of twenty-six
collectible and hardcover editions, each with a type cover showcasing a gorgeously
illustrated letter of the alphabet. In a design collaboration between Jessica Hische and
Penguin Art Director Paul Buckley, the series features unique cover art by Hische, a
superstar in the world of type design and illustration, whose work has appeared
everywhere from Tiffany & Co. to Wes Anderson's recent film Moonrise Kingdom to
Penguin's own bestsellers Committed and Rules of Civility. With exclusive designs that
have never before appeared on Hische's hugely popular Daily Drop Cap blog, the
Penguin Drop Caps series debuted with an 'A' for Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice, a
'B' for Charlotte Brönte's Jane Eyre, and a 'C' for Willa Cather's My Ántonia. It
continues with more perennial classics, perfect to give as elegant gifts or to showcase on
your own shelves. R is for Rushdie. Set in an exotic Eastern landscape peopled by
magicians and fantastic talking animals, Salman Rushdie’s classic children’s novel
Haroun and the Sea of Stories inhabits the same imaginative space as Gulliver’s Travels,
Alice in Wonderland, and The Wizard of Oz. Haroun, a 12-year-old boy sets out on an
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adventure to restore the poisoned source of the sea of stories. On the way, he encounters
many foes, all intent on draining the sea of all its storytelling powers.
The authors show how the innovative process of mutuality can replace drama and
distance with lightness and joining, can greatly reduce the possibility of divorce, and can
transform restrictive sex lives into ones that are expansive and free. By challenging
couples to see themselves in a whole new way, the authors help to lead relationships out
of the divisive, judgmental thinking of the difference game and into greater acceptance,
passion, satisfaction and fulfillment.--cover.
Stories have tremendous power. They can persuade, promote empathy, and provoke
action. Better than any other communication tool, stories explain who you are, what you
want...and why it matters. In presentations, department meetings, over lunch-any place
you make a case for new customers, more business, or your next big idea-you'll have
greater impact if you have a compelling story to relate. Whoever Tells the Best Story
Wins will teach you to narrate personal experiences as well as borrowed stories in a way
that demonstrates authenticity, builds emotional connections, inspires perseverance, and
stimulates the imagination. Fully updated and more practical than ever, the second
edition reveals how to use storytelling to: Capture attention * Motivate listeners * Gain
trust * Strengthen your argument * Sway decisions * Demonstrate authenticity and
encourage transparency * Spark innovation * Manage uncertainty * And more Complete
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with examples, a proven storytelling process and techniques, innovative applications, and
a new appendix on teaching storytelling, Whoever Tells the Best Story Wins hands you
the tools you need to get your message across-and connect successfully with any
audience.
Story-Driven Marketing in the Post-Advertising World
The Five Key Elements of Stories that Se
How Stories Make Us Human
Memoirs of an Imaginary Friend
Storytelling Made Easy
Haroun and the Sea of Stories
Transform Your Novel from Broken to Brilliant
A Guide to Crafting Business Narratives that Captivate, Convince, and Inspire
Today everyone—whether they know it or not—is in the emotional transportation
business. More and more, success is won by creating compelling stories that have the
power to move partners, shareholders, customers, and employees to action. Simply put, if
you can’t tell it, you can’t sell it. And this book tells you how to do both. Historically,
stories have always been igniters of action, moving people to do things. But only recently
has it become clear that purposeful stories—those created with a specific mission in
mind—are absolutely essential in persuading others to support a vision, dream or cause.
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Peter Guber, whose executive and entrepreneurial accomplishments have made him a
success in multiple industries, has long relied on purposeful story telling to motivate, win
over, shape, engage and sell. Indeed, what began as knack for telling stories as an
entertainment industry executive has, through years of perspiration and inspiration,
evolved into a set of principles that anyone can use to achieve their goals. In Tell to Win,
Guber shows how to move beyond soulless Power Point slides, facts, and figures to create
purposeful stories that can serve as powerful calls to action. Among his techniques: *
Capture your audience’s attention first, fast and foremost * Motivate your listeners by
demonstrating authenticity * Build your tell around “what’s in it for them” * Change
passive listeners into active participants * Use “state-of-the-heart” technology online
and offline to make sure audience commitment remains strong To validate the power of
telling purposeful stories, Guber includes in this book a remarkably diverse number of
“voices” —master tellers with whom he’s shared experiences. They include YouTube
founder Chad Hurley, NBA champion Pat Riley, clothing designer Normal Kamali,
“Mission to Mars” scientist Gentry Lee, Under Armour CEO Kevin Plank, former
South African president Nelson Mandela, magician David Copperfield, film director
Steven Spielberg, novelist Nora Roberts, rock legend Gene Simmons, and physician and
author Deepak Chopra. After listening to this extraordinary mix of voices, you’ll know
how to craft, deliver—and own—a story that is truly compelling, one capable of turning
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others into viral advocates for your goal.
Imaginary friend Budo narrates this heartwarming story of love, loyalty, and the power of
the imagination—the perfect read for anyone who has ever had a friend . . . real or
otherwise Budo is lucky as imaginary friends go. He's been alive for more than five years,
which is positively ancient in the world of imaginary friends. But Budo feels his age, and
thinks constantly of the day when eight-year-old Max Delaney will stop believing in him.
When that happens, Budo will disappear. Max is different from other children. Some
people say that he has Asperger's Syndrome, but most just say he's "on the spectrum."
None of this matters to Budo, who loves Max and is charged with protecting him from
the class bully, from awkward situations in the cafeteria, and even in the bathroom stalls.
But he can't protect Max from Mrs. Patterson, the woman who works with Max in the
Learning Center and who believes that she alone is qualified to care for this young boy.
When Mrs. Patterson does the unthinkable and kidnaps Max, it is up to Budo and a team
of imaginary friends to save him—and Budo must ultimately decide which is more
important: Max's happiness or Budo's very existence. Narrated by Budo, a character with
a unique ability to have a foot in many worlds—imaginary, real, child, and adult—
Memoirs of an Imaginary Friend touches on the truths of life, love, and friendship as it
races to a heartwarming . . . and heartbreaking conclusion.
HARNESS THE POWER OF HOLLYWOOD STORYTELLING MAGIC
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Renowned Hollywood story expert Michael Hauge's Six Step Success Story formula gives
your potential clients and buyers the emotional experience of success-and will move them
to take action.
"Every great leader is a great storyteller," says Harvard University psychologist Howard
Gardner. According to master storytellers Richard Maxwell and Robert Dickman,
storytelling is a lot like running. Everyone knows how to do it, but few of us ever break the
four-minute mile. What separates the great runners from the rest? The greats know not
only how to hit every stride, but how every muscle fits together in that stride so that no
effort is wasted and their goals are achieved. World-class runners know how to run from
the inside out. World-class leaders know how to tell a story from the inside out. In The
Elements of Persuasion, Maxwell and Dickman teach you how to tell stories too. They
show you how storytelling relates to every industry and how anyone can benefit from its
power. Maxwell and Dickman use their experiences—both in the entertainment industry
and as corporate consultants—to deliver a formula for winning stories. All successful
stories have five basic components: the passion with which the story is told, a hero who
leads us through the story and allows us to see it through his or her eyes, an antagonist or
obstacle that the hero must overcome, a moment of awareness that allows the hero to
prevail, and the transformation in the hero and in the world that naturally results. Let's
face it: leading is a lot more fun than following. Even if you never want to be a CEO or to
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change the world, you do want to have control over your own work and your own ideas.
Ultimately, that is what the power of storytelling can give you.
Storytelling for User Experience
Steps to Maximize a Simple Story and Make It Powerful, Inspiring, and Unforgettable
Whoever Tells the Best Story Wins
Using Stories to Advocate, Influence, and Persuade
The Storyteller's Secret
Storynomics
Storytelling and Visual Design for Persuasive Presentations
Your Stories Don't Define You. How You Tell Them Will: Storytelling to Connect,
Persuade, and Entertain
Can you captivate an audience with your story? Many of us would love to hold the
attention of a crowd, a classroom, or just a group of our friends by telling them a
great story. We have felt the pressure of a public presentation or the
disappointment of telling a story that others ignore. We are ready to be heard,
ready to captivate. In The Art of Storytelling, John Walsh takes us through the steps
to presenting a compelling story—outlining the strategies that helped him move
from stutterer to storyteller. This book will help any person with a story to share by
walking you through all aspects of presentation . . . from what to do with your
hands as you speak all the way to crafting a killer ending. Whether you’re telling
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bedtime stories to your children or Bible stories to a congregation, this book will
take your storytelling to a new level.
Like Stephen Krashen's important work in The Power of Reading, Story Proof
collects and analyzes the research that validates the importance of story, story
reading, and storytelling to the brain development and education of children and
adults. Accomplished researcher and storyteller Kendall Haven, establishes the
need for understanding the research findings in neural psychology and brain
development and the value of a common definition of story if one is to fully grasp
the importance and necessity of story to the development of the human mind. To
support his case, he reviews a wealth of research from storytellers, teachers, and
others who have experienced the power of story firsthand. The author has
collected anecdotal experiences from over 100 performing storytellers and from
1,800 story practitioners (mostly teachers) who have made extensive use of
stories. He has read more than 150 qualitative and quantitative research studies
that discuss the effectiveness of stories and/or storytelling for one or more specific
applications (education, organizational management, knowledge management,
medical and narrative therapy, etc.). Forty of these studies were literature reviews
and comparative studies including analysis of over 1,000 studies and descriptive
articles. He has also gathered research evidence from his own story performances
for total audiences of over 4 million and from conducting story writing workshops
with 200,000 students and 40,000 teachers.
We all tell stories. It's one of the most natural ways to share information, as old as
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the human race. This book is not about a new technique, but how to use something
we already know in a new way. Stories help us gather and communicate user
research, put a human face on analytic data, communicate design ideas,
encourage collaboration and innovation, and create a sense of shared history and
purpose. This book looks across the full spectrum of user experience design to
discover when and how to use stories to improve our products. Whether you are a
researcher, designer, analyst or manager, you will find ideas and techniques you
can put to use in your practice.
How did a Venice Beach T-shirt vendor become television's most successful
producer? How did an entrepreneur who started in a garage create the most iconic
product launches in business history? How did a timid pastor's son overcome a
paralyzing fear of public speaking to captivate sold-out crowds at Yankee Stadium,
twice? How did a human rights attorney earn TED's longest standing ovation, and
how did a Facebook executive launch a movement to encourage millions of women
to "lean in"? They told brilliant stories. In The Storyteller's Secret: From TED
Speakers to Business Legends, Why Some Ideas Catch on and Others Don't,
keynote speaker, bestselling author, and communication expert Carmine Gallo
reveals the keys to telling powerful stories that inspire, motivate, educate, build
brands, launch movements, and change lives. The New York Times has called a
well-told story "a strategic tool with irresistible power" - the proof lies in the
success stories of 50 icons, leaders, and legends featured in The Storyteller's
Secret: entrepreneurs like Richard Branson, Sara Blakely, Elon Musk, Steve Jobs,
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and Sheryl Sandberg; spellbinding speakers like Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Bryan
Stevenson, and Malala Yousafzai; and business leaders behind famous brands such
as Starbucks, Southwest Airlines, Wynn Resorts, Whole Foods, and Pixar. Whether
your goal is to educate, fundraise, inspire teams, build an award-winning culture,
or to deliver memorable presentations, a story is your most valuable asset and
your competitive advantage. In The Storyteller's Secret, Gallo explains why the
brain is hardwired to love stories - especially rags-to-riches stories - and how the
latest science can help you craft a persuasive narrative that wins hearts and
minds. "The art of storytelling can be used to drive change," says billionaire
entrepreneur Richard Branson. And since the next decade will see the most change
our civilization has ever known, your story will radically transform your business,
your life, and the lives of those you touch. Ideas that catch on are wrapped in
story. Your story can change the world. Isn't it time you shared yours?
Everyday Business Storytelling
Stories that Move Mountains
Resonate
The Storytelling Animal
The Art of Storytelling
Island of the Blue Dolphins
Stories That Stick
Story Proof

Storytelling Is One Of The Greatest Skills A Person Can Have, Yet Only Few People Know How
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To Really Tell A Story. This storytelling method is a proven-to-work method. You can use it not
only for presentations and speeches, but most importantly in everyday life situations to take
literally anything that happened to you, make it sound intriguing, and completely capture the
listener's attention. Have you ever tried to tell a story but it didn't turn out the way you wanted it
to? This storytelling guide is a proven-to-work method. Thousands of reader swear by this
unique method (read the reviews). You can use it not only for presentations and speeches, but
most importantly in everyday life situations that leave an impact on the listener. Inside You Will
Discover: The 10 Simple Steps To Making Any Story Powerful How To Easily Talk To Anyone
The Secret Strategy That Master Storytellers Use How To Tell An Inspirational, Hilarious, or
Scary Story That People Will Not Forget How To Break the Ice With A Neighbor, Co-Worker, or
Someone Your Attracted To The 2 Best Ways To Begin A Story And Get The Listener
Immediately Hooked! And Much, Much More! The author, Matt Morris has learned how to tell
stories after mastering the art of storytelling from mentors such as John Truby, and Richard
Maxwell. Now he's taken what works and turned it into a simple, easy to understand book that
he calls the Storytelling Method. What Readers are Saying: "When first reading the title I was
confused as to how story telling could benefit me. Shortly into reading the book, I learned many
of the ways effective story telling be of help to me. Whether it's motivating employees, capturing
the attention of a crush, going on a job interview of a highly-coveted job or educating others, the
ability to tell compelling stories is a powerful quality. The book has an interactive approach that
allows the reader to learning the basic components to an effective story. The book can be helpful
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to all types of people. People with all levels of social skills can apply the concepts of this book. If
you're a gregarious person who want's a new approach to gain attention from others, or shy and
have difficulty breaking the proverbial ice; this book has easy to use techniques. I can't stress
how helpful this book was to me. It took me less than an hour to read, and as soon as I finished
reading it I felt compelled to try out some of the techniques I learned. I noticed how engaged my
audience was and was elated to see so many of them smiling. I gained a sense of self-confidence
and respect among my peers. This is a must read book that will manifest your desire to
communicate with many walks of life and easily capture their attention." Think of How Others
Will See You Once You Really Know How To Tell A Story...
You’ve heard how story is the latest-and-greatest business tool and that storytelling can do
everything, from helping leaders better communicate to motivating sales teams and winning
customers away from competitors. But what stories do you need to tell and how do you tell
them? Stories That Stick provides a clear framework of ideals and a concise set of actions for
you to take complete control of your own story, utilizing the principles behind the world’s most
effective business storytelling strategies. Professional storyteller and nationally-known speaker
Kindra Hall reveals the four unique stories you can use to differentiate, captivate, and elevate:
the Value Story, to convince customers they need what you provide; the Founder Story, to
persuade investors and customers your organization is worth the investment; the Purpose Story,
to align and inspire your employees and internal customers; and the Customer Story, to allow
those who use your product or service to share their authentic experiences with others. Telling
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these stories well is a simple, accessible skill anyone can develop. With case studies, company
profiles, and anecdotes backed with original research, Hall presents storytelling as the
underutilized talent that separates the good from the best in business. Stories That Stick offers
specific, actionable steps readers can take to find, craft, and leverage the stories they already
have and simply aren’t telling. Every person, every organization has at least four stories at their
disposal. Will you tell yours?
A practical, easy-to-use guide to transform business communications into memorable narratives
that drive conversations—and your career—forward In Everyday Business Storytelling: Create,
Simplify, and Adapt A Visual Narrative for Any Audience, visual storytelling experts Janine
Kurnoff and Lee Lazarus leverage decades of experience helping executives at the world's top
brands—including Facebook, Nestle, Accenture, and Marriot—bring clarity and meaning to their
business communications. Whether you're building a presentation, crafting a high-stakes email,
or need to influence decisions in your next meeting with an executive, Everyday Business
Storytelling offers an insightful exploration of how to develop compelling business narratives.
You'll discover how to use a simple, repeatable framework to choreograph your ideas, data, and
insights into an authentic, persuasive story. You'll also find clever visual techniques to help
humanize your stories and build an emotional connection with your audience. Just a few of the
things you'll learn include: The science behind why storytelling is the most effective way to
trigger emotion in an audience and how to craft a business narrative that makes your ideas
engaging The four signposts of storytelling and how to identify and weave in your BIG idea to
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capture attention How to craft expert headlines that guide your audience and advance your
story Everyday Business Storytelling is an indispensable guide to making your communications
stick in the minds of your audience and drive change. If you're a busy, talented businessperson
responsible for presentations, one-pagers, emails, or virtual meetings, this book is for you.
The practice of law is the business of persuasion, and storytelling is the most effective means of
persuading. A credible lawyer capable of telling a well-reasoned story that moves the listener
will always beat the lawyer who cannot. This entertaining book shows you how to convey legal
information in a cogent, persuasive way to the client who needs the help, to opposing counsel,
and to the decision-maker who has to make the final call."
Storytelling with Data
The Elements of Persuasion
How to Use Brain Science to Engage, Persuade, and Change Minds in Business and in Life
Getting Started in Transmedia Storytelling
The Guaranteed Way to Get Your Screenplay Or Novel Read
Applications of the Narrative Policy Framework in Public Policy Analysis
A Data Visualization Guide for Business Professionals
Connect, Persuade, and Triumph with the Hidden Power of Story
This is the second edition of Robert Pratten's massively popular
Getting Started in Transmedia Storytelling. It's a practical
guide to developing cross-platform and pervasive entertainment
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written by a thought-leader and early practitioner. Whether
you're a seasoned pro or a complete newbie, this book is filled
with tips and insights gained from years of work in multiplatform interactive storytelling.
"In Story screenwriting guru Robert McKee presents his powerful
and much sought-after knowledge in a comprehensive guide to the
essentials of screenwriting and storytelling." -- Methuen.
Reinvigorate Your Fiction! You've written the first draft of
your novel or screenplay, and you've released it into the world:
to your critique group, to your most trusted beta readers, or
even to an agent or an editor. But something's wrong. You're not
getting the glowing response you had expected, or you might have
even received a rejection. Your story is getting a "Meh..." when
you had hoped for an "Amazing!" But have no fear--the piece
you've sweated and bled over isn't dead on arrival. It just
needs fixing. Story Fix is the answer to your revision needs.
With practical techniques from critically acclaimed author and
story coach Larry Brooks, you will learn how to: • Develop a
story-fixing mind-set • Navigate the two essential realms of
revision: story and execution • Evaluate your novel or
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screenplay against twelve crucial storytelling elements and
essences. • Strengthen your concept and premise. • Punch up the
dramatic tension, pacing, thematic weight, characterization, and
more. • Align your story with proven structural principles.
Filled with candid advice on the realities of the publishing
world and helpful case studies of real authors who fixed their
own stories, Story Fix isn't just about revision--it's about
resurrection. Infuse your fiction with a much-needed jolt of
electricity, and bring it back to life. "Larry Brooks is a
superb storyteller and teacher. If anyone can fix your novel,
it's him. Put this one on your desk and read it often." --Robert
Dugoni, #1 Amazon and New York Times best-selling author of My
Sister's Grave "Story Fix is the ultimate writer's companion for
taking any manuscript to the next level. A staple for the
beginner, a refresher for the pro." --Joe Moore, #1 Amazon and
international best-selling co-author of The Blade and The Shield
Reveals the underlying story form of all great presentations
that will not only create impact, but will move people to action
Presentations are meant to inform, inspire, and persuade
audiences. So why then do so many audiences leave feeling like
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they've wasted their time? All too often, presentations don't
resonate with the audience and move them to transformative
action. Just as the author's first book helped presenters become
visual communicators, Resonate helps you make a strong
connection with your audience and lead them to purposeful
action. The author's approach is simple: building a presentation
today is a bit like writing a documentary. Using this approach,
you'll convey your content with passion, persuasion, and impact.
Author has a proven track record, including having created the
slides in Al Gore's Oscar-winning An Inconvenient Truth Focuses
on content development methodologies that are not only
fundamental but will move people to action Upends the usual
paradigm by making the audience the hero and the presenter the
mentor Shows how to use story techniques of conflict and
resolution Presentations don't have to be boring ordeals. You
can make them fun, exciting, and full of meaning. Leave your
audiences energized and ready to take action with Resonate.
The Art of Storytelling for Business Success
Selling Your Story in 60 Seconds
How to Use Your Own Stories to Communicate with Power and Impact
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Long Story Short
Finding the Golden Thread in Your Presentations
A Practical Guide for Beginners 2nd Edition
Lead with a Story
Substance, Structure, Style, and the Principles of Screenwriting
Learn how to use stories and visuals to make top–notchpresentations It′s called CAST (Content,
Audience, Story, & Tell)and it′s been a quiet success, until now. Developed over atwelve year
period as a presentation method to help EnterpriseArchitects, it was adopted by Microsoft
Enterprise Architectureteams and filtered from IT managers to Sales, and beyond to
majororganizations around the world. Now, thanks to this unique bookfrom an expert author team
that includes two Microsoft presentationexperts, you can learn how to use this amazing process
to createand make high–impact presentations in your ownorganization. The book helps you build
complete visual stories, step by step,by using the CAST method to first create a Story Map and
fromthere, a compelling presentation. It includes sample Story Maps,templates, practical success
stories, and more. You′lldiscover how to go beyond PowerPoint slides to create presentationsthat
influence your peers and effect change. Explains the secrets of making presentations and
effectingchange using CAST to create Story Maps and from there,high–impact and visual
presentations that tell a story Covers how to apply a range of techniques and what the resultslook
like, using screenshots of presentations, one page hand outs,and basic delivery with whiteboards
Coauthored by Microsoft experts and a visual design guru whohave years of experience training
professionals in thesemethods Includes sample Story Maps, templates, practical successstories,
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and more Learn how to sell your ideas and trigger change in your companywith Stories That
Move Mountains: Storytelling and Visual Designfor Persuasive Presentations.
Storytelling has come of age in the business world. Today, many of the most successful
companies use storytelling as a leadership tool. At Nike, all senior executives are designated
"corporate storytellers." 3M banned bullet points years ago and replaced them with a process of
writing "strategic narratives." Procter Gamble hired Hollywood directors to teach its executives
storytelling techniques. Some forward-thinking business schools have even added storytelling
courses to their management curriculum. The reason for this is simple: Stories have the ability to
engage an audience the way logic and bullet points alone never could. Whether you are trying to
communicate a vision, sell an idea, or inspire commitment, storytelling is a powerful business tool
that can mean the difference between mediocre results and phenomenal success. Lead with a
Story contains both ready-to-use stories and how-to guidance for readers looking to craft their
own. Designed for a wide variety of business challenges, the book shows how narrative can help:
* Define culture and values * Engender creativity and innovation * Foster collaboration and build
relationships * Provide coaching and feedback * Lead change * And more Whether in a speech or
a memo, communicated to one person or a thousand, storytelling is an essential skill for success.
Complete with examples from companies like Kellogg's, Merrill-Lynch, Procter Gamble, National
Car Rental, Wal-Mart, Pizza Hut, and more, this practical resource gives readers the guidance
they need to deliver stories to stunning effect.
From the author of ""Screenplays That Sell"" comes his newest book that reveals a one-minute
technique for getting one's screenplay or novel read by the major powers of Hollywood.
Based on the hottest, most in-demand seminar offered by the legendary story master Robert
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McKee -- STORYNOMICS translates the lessons of storytelling in business into economic and
leadership success. Robert McKee's popular writing workshops have earned him an international
reputation. The list of alumni with Academy Awards and Emmy Awards runs off the page. The
cornerstone of his program is his singular book, Story, which has defined how we talk about the
art of story creation. Now in STORYNOMICS, McKee partners with digital marketing expert and
Skyword CEO Tom Gerace to map a path for brands seeking to navigate the rapid decline of
interrupt advertising. After successfully guiding organizations as diverse as Samsung, Marriott
International, Philips, Microsoft, Nike, IBM, and Siemens to transform their marketing from an adcentric to story-centric approach, McKee and Gerace now bring this knowledge to business
leaders and entrepreneurs alike. Drawing from dozens of story-driven strategies and case studies
taken from leading B2B and B2C brands, STORYNOMICS demonstrates how original
storytelling delivers results that surpass traditional advertising. How will brands and their
customers connect in the future? STORYNOMICS provides the answer.
Present Visual Stories that Transform Audiences
The Only Storytelling Guide You'll Ever Need
No Country for Old Men
The Science Behind the Startling Power of Story
The Science of Storytelling
How Storytelling Can Captivate Customers, Influence Audiences, and Transform Your Business
The Complete, Step-By-Step Guide for Writing and Selling to
Lawyers, Liars, and the Art of Storytelling

Records the courage and self-reliance of an Indian girl who lived
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alone for eighteen years on an isolated island off the California
coast when her tribe emigrated and she was left behind.
The study of narratives in a variety of disciplines has grown in
recent years as a method of better explaining underlying concepts
in their respective fields. Through the use of Narrative Policy
Framework (NPF), political scientists can analyze the role narrative
plays in political discourse.
Don't simply show your data—tell a story with it! Storytelling with
Data teaches you the fundamentals of data visualization and how to
communicate effectively with data. You'll discover the power of
storytelling and the way to make data a pivotal point in your story.
The lessons in this illuminative text are grounded in theory, but
made accessible through numerous real-world examples—ready for
immediate application to your next graph or presentation.
Storytelling is not an inherent skill, especially when it comes to
data visualization, and the tools at our disposal don't make it any
easier. This book demonstrates how to go beyond conventional
tools to reach the root of your data, and how to use your data to
create an engaging, informative, compelling story. Specifically,
you'll learn how to: Understand the importance of context and
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audience Determine the appropriate type of graph for your
situation Recognize and eliminate the clutter clouding your
information Direct your audience's attention to the most important
parts of your data Think like a designer and utilize concepts of
design in data visualization Leverage the power of storytelling to
help your message resonate with your audience Together, the
lessons in this book will help you turn your data into high impact
visual stories that stick with your audience. Rid your world of
ineffective graphs, one exploding 3D pie chart at a time. There is a
story in your data—Storytelling with Data will give you the skills
and power to tell it!
People forget facts, but they never forget a good story. Let the
Story Do the Work shows how the art of storytelling is key for any
business to achieve success. For most, there’s nothing easy about
crafting a memorable story, let alone linking it to professional
goals. However, material for stories and anecdotes that can be used
for your professional success already surround you. To get people
interested in and convinced by what you are saying, you need to
tell an interesting story. As the Founder and Chief Story Facilitator
at Leadership Story Lab, a company that helps executives unlock
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the persuasive power of storytelling, Esther Choy teaches you how
to mine your experience for simple narratives that will achieve your
goals. In Let the Story Do the Work, you can learn to: Capture
attention Engage your audience Change minds Inspire action Pitch
persuasively When you find the perfect hook, structure your story
according to its strengths, and deliver it at the right time in the
right way, you’ll see firsthand how easy it is to turn everyday
communications into opportunities to connect, gain buy-in, and
build lasting relationships.
Create, Simplify, and Adapt A Visual Narrative for Any Audience
The Storytelling Book
How to tell your story so the world listens.
The Science of Stories
The Story Factor
A Novel
Do Story
Easy Steps to Presenting an Unforgettable Story
A comedian and Moth veteran lays out useful tips and tricks for maximizing
the impact of your stories—so you can nail it every time Do you ever wish
you could tell a story that leaves others spellbound? Comedian, Upright
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Citizens Brigade storytelling program founder, and Moth champion Margot
Leitman will show you how in this practical guide to storytelling. Using a
fun, irreverent, and infographic approach, Long Story Short breaks a story
into concrete components. From content and structure to emotional impact
and delivery, Leitman guides you through the entire storytelling process,
providing personal anecdotes, relatable examples, and practical exercises
along the way. Using a fun, irreverent, and infographic approach, Long
Story Short breaks a story into concrete components. From content and
structure to emotional impact and delivery, Leitman guides you through the
entire storytelling process, providing personal anecdotes, relatable
examples, and practical exercises along the way.
A five-time Moth GrandSLAM winner and bestselling novelist shows how to
tell a great story — and why doing so matters. Whether we realize it or not,
we are always telling stories. On a first date or job interview, at a sales
presentation or therapy appointment, with family or friends, we are
constantly narrating events and interpreting emotions and actions. In this
compelling book, storyteller extraordinaire Matthew Dicks presents
wonderfully straightforward and engaging tips and techniques for
constructing, telling, and polishing stories that will hold the attention of
your audience (no matter how big or small). He shows that anyone can
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learn to be an appealing storyteller, that everyone has something
“storyworthy” to express, and, perhaps most important, that the act of
creating and telling a tale is a powerful way of understanding and
enhancing your own life.
Covers story concept, character development, theme, structure, and
scenes, analyzes a sample screenplay, and tells how to submit a
manuscript, select an agent, and market oneself
Business presentations could be simpler, more engaging and so much more
effective, and our business lives so much more rewarding if we remember
to restore the emotional power of storytelling. In an age that is Data Rich
but Insight-Poor and when most people in the world of business find
themselves caught up in a system of numbers and spread sheets, this book
shows that the time has come to restore the lost art of storytelling; to put
the "author" back in "authority"; to write less and think more. Through a
simple step-by step approach, the author shows that we need to change
how we communicate in our day-to-day lives, and that if we revert to our
inherent role as storytellers we are more likely to be both more effective
and productive, and a lot less frustrated into the bargain. LID Publishing's
popular Concise Advice Lab notebooks are designed to be quick and
comprehensive brainstorming tools for busy professionals. The small trim
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size makes it easy to take along in a briefcase or purse. Interior pages are
matte finish, so ink won't smear, and there's plenty of space to jot notes. A
ribbon makes it easy to mark your place, and the elastic outer band keeps
the notebook closed.
Crafting Stories for Better Design
Presentation Zen
Story
Why Stories Make Us Human and How to Tell Them Better
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